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THE BARYCENTER METHOD FOR DIRECT OPTIMIZATION∗
FELIPE PAIT†
Abstract.
A randomized version of the recently developed barycenter method for derivative–free optimiza-
tion has desirable properties of a gradient search. We develop a complex version to avoid evaluations
at high–gradient points. The method, applicable to non–smooth functions, is parallelizable in a
natural way and shown to be robust under noisy measurements.
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1. The barycenter method. I wish to search for a minimizer of a function
f : X → R using the formula
(1) xˆn =
∑n
i=1 xie
−νf(xi)∑n
i=1 e
−νf(xi)
,
which expresses the center of mass or barycenter of n test points xi ∈ X ⊂ R
nx
weighted according to the exponential of the value of the function at each point. In
this formula ν ∈ R is a positive constant. The point xˆn will be in the convex hull
of the {xi}, and we shall assume that the nx–dimensional search space X is convex.
Applications of the method to nonconvex search spaces are conceivable but shall not
be entertained here. The rationale behind it is that points where f is large receive
low weight in comparison with those for which f is small.
Formula (1) is suitable for direct optimization, once scorned [16], now a re-
spectable research area, both for its scientific challenges and practical applications.
Also known as derivative–free optimization, it deals with the search for extrema of a
given function, employing only the values of the function and not its mathematical
expression. A recent book [2] serves as a good entry point to the literature. When
the 1st and perhaps also 2nd derivatives of the function are available, use of gradients
and Hessians leads to steepest–descent and Newton–like search algorithms. Often
however derivatives are costly or impossible to compute. The challenge in direct op-
timization is to obtain algorithms with comparable performance, without knowledge
of the derivatives.
The barycenter method has been employed successfully to tune filters in system
identification [15], see also [14]. The filter parameters are additional structure parame-
ters that need to be chosen before the model parameters themselves can be optimized,
and may be said to perform a role similar to that of hyper–parameters in machine
learning. With that experience in mind, the use of the barycenter method to tune
hyper–parameters seems worth exploring. A continuous–time version of the barycen-
ter algorithm was analyzed in [10]. Some aspects of the method and its applications
were presented at SIAM conferences [11, 12].
A recursive version of the barycenter method follows in Section 2. A randomized
search procedure is given a probabilistic analysis in Section 3, demonstrating that it
exhibits convenient gradient descent–like properties. A complex version is shown, in
Section 4, to put less weight on queries made in regions where the rate of change of
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the goal function is large, thus discounting tests made away from candidate extrema;
it may prove to be particularly suitable for situations in which the goal function
cannot be fully evaluated at each optimization step. The method’s robustness is
discussed in Section 5, making a contribution to the study of optimization under
noisy measurements. Section 6 contains applications, generalizations, connections
with sundry ideas in the literature, and directions for further work. Some technical
proofs are put off until Appendix A.
2. Recursive algorithm. The barycenter or center of mass of a distribution of
weights e−νf(xi) placed at points xi is the point x ∈ R
nρ that minimizes the weighted
sum of distances
n∑
i=1
(x− xi)
2e−νf(xi).
Indeed, the sum is minimized when
∂
∂x
n∑
i=1
(x− xi)
2e−νf(xi)
∣∣∣
xˆn
= 2
n∑
i=1
(x− xi)e
−νf(xi)
∣∣∣
xˆn
= 0,
so that xˆn
∑n
i=1 e
−νf(xi) =
∑n
i=1 xie
−νf(xi), leading to (1). Now writing mn =∑n
i=1 e
−νf(xi) gives
xˆnmn = xne
−νf(xn) +
n−1∑
i=1
xie
−νf(xi) = xne
−νf(xn) +mn−1xˆn−1,
from which we obtain the recursive formulas
mn = mn−1 + e
−νf(xn)(2)
xˆn =
1
mn
(
mn−1xˆn−1 + e
−νf(xn)xn
)
.(3)
Here m0 = 0, xˆ0 is arbitrary, and xn is the sequence of test values.
From the point of view of recursive search strategies, it can be useful to pick the
sequence of test points xn as the sum of the barycenter xˆn−1 of the previous points
and a “curiosity” or exploration term zn:
(4) xn = xˆn−1 + zn.
Then (3) reads
(5) xˆn − xˆn−1 =
e−νf(xn)
mn−1 + e−νf(xn)
zn.
Although the size of the steps xˆn − xˆn−1 → 0 as n → ∞ if the function f is
bounded in the search set, without further assumptions on the function f and on the
sequence of oracle queries xn we cannot be sure that the sequence is Cauchy.
1 Lack of
assured convergence of the barycenter xˆn is a desirable property, because convergence
should come only as a consequence of judicious choice of the sequence of tests.
1This analysis was communicated to the author by Guilherme Vicinansa.
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We have not specified how the oracle queries are to be selected, and in fact the
barycenter method is not in conflict with derivative–free search algorithms developed
in the literature, such as Nelder–Mead’s, trust–region methods, or in fact any combi-
nation of such strategies. In Section 3 a simple randomized strategy is presented and
analyzed.
3. Probabilistic analysis. A randomized version of the barycenter algorithm
can be studied using formula (5). If we consider xˆn to be our best guess, on the
basis of the information provided by the tests up to xn, of where the minimum of
f(·) might be found, then in the absence of any extra knowledge it makes sense to
pick the curiosity zn as a random variable with some judiciously chosen probability
distribution. In light of the central limit theorem, we will analyze the case where zn
is normal.
With the goal of obtaining approximate formulas for the barycenter update rule,
in the remainder of this section we will assume that f(·) is twice continuously dif-
ferentiable with respect to the argument x. Differentiability is not required for the
barycenter method to be useful, and this assumption will be weakened later on, in
Section 5. Define Fn(z) =
e−νf(xˆn−1+z)
mn−1+e
−νf(xˆn−1+z)
, and for subsequent use write
F¯n(z) =
mn−1e
−νf(xˆn−1+z)
(mn−1 + e−νf(xˆn−1+z))2
=
mn−1
mn−1 + e−νf(xˆn−1+z)
Fn,
so that ∂F∂z = −νF¯
∂f
∂z . Here and in the computations that follow the subscript indi-
cating dependence of the sample ordinality n is omitted if there is no ambiguity.
Theorem 1. If zn has a Gaussian distribution, the expected value of ∆xˆn =
xˆn − xˆn−1 is proportional to the average value of the gradient of f(xˆn−1 + zn) in the
support of the distribution of z.
Proof. The claim is established by a calculation, which in an appropriate notation
is straightforward. Consider the probability density function
p(z) =
1√
(2pi)n|Σ|
e−
1
2 (z−z¯)
TΣ−1(z−z¯).
Then ∂p
∂zβ
= −Σ−1βα(z
α − z¯α)p(z) so zαp = z¯αp−Σαβ ∂p
∂zβ
. Einstein’s implicit summa-
tion of components with equal upper and lower indices convention is in force, with
upper Greek indices for the components of z and of Σ, and lower indices for the
components of Σ’s inverse.
With X the n–dimensional set where the curiosity z takes its values, for each
component zα of the vector z we have
E [F (z)zα] =
∫
X
F (z)zαp(z) dz =
∫
X
F (z)z¯αp(z) dz − Σαβ
∫
X
F (z)
∂p
∂zβ
(z) dz.
Using the integration–by–parts formula in Lemma 5,∫
X
F (z)
∂p
∂zβ
dz +
∫
X
∂F
∂zβ
p(z) dz =
∫
∂X
F (z)p(z)
(
∂
∂zβ
⌋dz
)
,
where ∂
∂zβ
⌋dz is an (n− 1)–form which can be integrated at the boundary ∂X of the
n–dimensional set X . The right–hand side is zero, because F is bounded and p(z)
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vanishes at the border of X , which is at infinity, hence
E [F (z)zα] = z¯α
∫
X
F (z)p(z) dz +Σαβ
∫
X
∂F
∂zβ
p(z) dz
= E [F (z)] z¯α − νΣαβ
∫
X
F¯ (z)
∂
∂zβ
(f(xˆn−1 + z)) p(z) dz,
so
(6) E [∆xˆn] = E [Fn(z)] z¯ − νΣE
[
F¯n(z)∇f(xˆn−1 + z)
]
,
where the 2nd term is proportional to the negative gradient of f as claimed.
Formula (6) is a key result concerning the barycenter method. It shows that
roughly speaking a random search performed in conjunction with the barycenter al-
gorithm follows the direction of the negative average gradient of the function to be
minimized, the weighted average being taken over the domain where the search is
performed. For a given ν, the step size is essentially given by Σ. Depending on the
shape of the function f , large values of the variance of z may compromise the descent
property of the search method.
The term in z¯ can be employed to incorporate extra knowledge in several manners.
For example, if at each step we take z¯ = ξ ∆xˆn−1, then the gradient term is responsible
for the rate of change, or acceleration, of the search process. The factor 0 < ξ < 1 is
chosen to dampen oscillations and prevent instability. The case ξ = 0 corresponds to
the garden–variety, non–accelerated gradient–like search. In the context of intended
applications to adaptive controller and filter tuning, here the author cannot resist
citing his seldom–read paper [13] discussing tuners that set the 2nd derivative of the
adjusted parameters, rather than the 1st derivative, as is more often done in the
literature, as well as an application to filtering theory [5], where the 2nd difference is
used in a discrete–time version.
The designer has the freedom to choose the free parameters ν, Σ, and z¯ of the
randomized barycenter search procedure in order to achieve the most desirable con-
vergence properties. Understanding of the variance of ∆xˆn, which depends on the
Hessian ∇2f of f , is useful in picking these free parameters.
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 and assuming that the variance
of z is small, the variance of ∆xˆn for z¯ = 0 near a critical point of f(x) where ∇f = 0
is approximately
(7) Var(∆xˆ) ≈ ΣE[F 2]− 2νΣTE
[
FF¯∇2f
]
Σ.
The proof, presented in Appendix A, is similar to the computation of the mean.
What Theorem 2 tells us is that, near a minimum of a locally convex function, the
variance of the adjustment step grows less than linearly with the variance of the
curiosity; the higher the Hessian and the larger ν is, the smaller the variance. This
is a desirable property of the method, because it indicates that the barycenter moves
around less than the test points. Formula (7) is only approximate, as can be confirmed
by considering that the variance of ∆xˆ can only grow with increasing Σ and must
remain positive–definite.
Note that by construction both functions F and F¯ are between 0 and 1. Roughly
speaking they tend to decrease together as n becomes larger. If such a decrease
is unwelcome, one course of action is to employ a forgetting factor as suggested in
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Section 6. To develop an intuition on what happens to the rate of adjustment ∆xˆ
over time, it can be useful to consider a situation where the search steps are small
and all variables take their mean value. In this case we have Fn ≈
e−νf(xˆn−1)
mn−1+e
−νf(xˆn−1)
and
Fn+1 =
e−νf(xˆn+z)
mn + e−νf(xˆn+z)
≈
e−νf(xˆn−1+∆xˆn)
mn−1 + e−νf(xˆn−1) + e−νf(xˆn)
≈
e−νf(xˆn−1)e−ν∇f(xˆn−1)·∆xˆn
mn−1 + e−νf(xˆn−1)
mn
mn+1
≈ Fn
mn
mn+1
(1 + F¯ ν2∇fTΣ∇f),
where we wrote the 1st order term of the Taylor expansion of the exponential to reveal
that step size tends to increase due to the gradient–descent property of the algorithm,
counterbalancing the decreases as the previous weights add up. It could be interest-
ing, in further work, to investigate possible connections between the probabilistic
barycenter update and quasi–Newton or conjugate descent methods.
We have recovered a type of steepest–descent search using direct methods, without
explicitly computing derivatives or even using an expression for the function itself. The
descent properties of the randomized barycenter method suggest that a convergence
analysis along the usual lines for gradient–descent like algorithms could be endeavored,
taking into account the stochastic nature of the descent. This would of course require
assumptions about the properties of the specific function being optimized. We shall
not proceed along this path here. The analysis presented is of a descriptive nature,
showing what one might expect from the method without detailed consideration of a
search strategy, rather than a prescription for a particular strategy.
In fact we envision the barycenter method as a useful way of combining different
strategies whose qualities are applicable to diverse circumstances. Some points in
the sequence xi could be chosen according to coordinate–search methods, and others
using simplicial or line–search ones. Alternatively, the sequence of curiosities zi could
have a multimodal distribution or be heteroscedastic, picking some points near the
current barycenter with the goal of improving search precision, while perhaps a smaller
fraction would have a high–variance distribution, in order to explore the possibility
of distant minima smaller than the local one. The goals should be balanced taking
into account the requirements of each problem. When the main cost of the procedure
is computation of the goal function, then perhaps a fair amount of exploration may
be justified by the possibility of detecting deeper minima. But in real–time design
applications it may be undesirable to test points with high cost, and exploration must
be used more sparingly.
4. A stationary phase algorithm. We now develop a version of the barycenter
method employing complex weights.2 The complex barycenter is defined term–by–
2 We will embark on a digression that will only become relevant if we try to apply the method
to manifolds X whose geometry is other than Euclidian, and which can be comfortably ignored at
1st reading. To use complex exponents we need to identify the points x not by coordinates, but by
quantities that have an immediate metrical meaning. Define the positive quantity xα as the distance
between point x and the hyperplane where the αth coordinate is zero. Although the set of positive
quantities {xα}, α = 1, . . . , nx is not a vector field and does not correspond globally to a coordinate
representation on the space X in any geometrically meaningful way — in particular it does not
transform correctly under changes of coordinates, each number xα always remaining positive — its
numerical values coincide with the numerical values of the coordinate components of the vector x in
the positive orthant, which may therefore be used as local coordinates. Therefore we will take the
liberty of using the habitual coordinate notation in some calculations involving the quantities xα.
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term by the same formula as the barycenter in (1), with a complex exponent ν:
(8) ηαn =
∑n
i=1 x
α
i e
−νf(xi)∑n
i=1 e
−νf(xi)
,
but now our estimate of the extremum point is
(9) xˆαn = |η
α
n |.
In these formulas all xi ≥ 0.
3 In the real case the result of (8) together with (9)
coincides with that of (1).
The algorithm is suggested by Feynman’s interpretation of quantum electrody-
namics [3, 4] and by the stationary phase approximation [1, 6] used in the asymptotic
analysis of integrals. We are interested in the situation in which ν has a real as well
as an imaginary part, and, in contrast with the asymptotic expansions literature and
with quantum mechanics, the imaginary part is bounded and, although perhaps large
by design, not overwhelmingly so.
To understand the advantages of using a complex exponential, split the set of
queries xi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} into disjoint subsets A and B, whose elements are re-
spectively xAi , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n
A} and xBj , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n
B}, with nA + nB = n.
Denote mA =
∑nA
i=1 e
−νf(xAi ), mB =
∑nB
j=1 e
−νf(xBj ), ηA =
∑nA
i=1 x
A
i e
−νf(xAi )/mA,
and ηB =
∑nB
j=1 x
B
j e
−νf(xBj )/mB. Then
(10) ηn =
∑nA
i=1 x
A
i e
−νf(xAi ) +
∑nB
j=1 x
B
j e
−νf(xBj )∑nA
i=1 e
−νf(xAi) +
∑nB
j=1 e
−νf(xBj )
=
mAηA +mBηB
mA +mB
.
The relative weight of the measurements allocated to subset A is thus determined by
the sum mA. The subsets A and B need not be organized into any temporal or other
ordering; the formula is valid irrespectively of how the points {xi} are assigned to A
and B, and can easily be generalized to more subsets as in Section 6 .
Now suppose that all points xAi are concentrated in a small region around a
point xA, so that a Taylor expansion up to the linear terms only can be used and
f(xAi ) ≈ f(x
A) + ∇f(xA) · y, with y in a box such that each of its coordinate com-
ponents yα ∈ [−δ, δ], α ∈ 1, 2, . . . , nx. When ν is real, by convexity η
A = xˆA will be
contained inside the said region, and repeated tests would have the effect of increasing
the combined weight of the points and pulling the barycenter towards the region. If
the region does not contain a candidate optimizer, this effect is unwelcome. Perhaps
it can be mitigated by judicious choice of the test sequence, but often one does not
have complete flexibility in specifying oracle queries, and in any case the derivatives
of f(·) being unknown it is not possible to ascertain a priori whether a certain re-
gion contains candidate extremizers. The complex version of the barycenter method
presents desirable properties in this case.
3The operations above are performed term–by–term, because there is no meaningful way of
obtaining a coordinate representation of a point from the calculation of the modulus |η| = √ηη¯ of
a complex number η. Although not a bona fide operation on vector spaces, it could be given the
tensor–style expression
xˆαi =
√
η
β
i η¯
γ
i δ
α
βγ
using the symbol δα
βγ
= 1 if α = β = γ, and zero otherwise. Having said that, from now on we drop
the superscripts α
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Perhaps the most transparent way to analyze this situation is to assume that
the measurements are equally distributed inside the box with sides 2δ. This is a
reasonable practical assumption, as there is not much reason to query the oracle more
often at one point of a small region than another. Under these circumstances the
expected value of the combined weight of the measurements xA can be approximated
up to the linear term of a Taylor series
(11) E

 nA∑
i=1
e−νf(x
A
i )

 ≈ nAE [e−ν(f(xA)+f ′α(xA)yα)]
= nA
∫
yα∈[−δα,δα]
e−νf(x
A) e−νf
′
1y
1 dy1
2δ1
∧ · · · ∧ e−νf
′
nx
ynx dy
nx
2δnx
= nAe−νf(x
A)
∫ δ1
−δ1
e−νf
′
1y
1 dy1
2δ1
· · ·
∫ δnx
−δnx
e−νf
′
nx
ynx dy
nx
2δnx
.
Each of the nx integrals in the product above is of the form∫ δ
−δ
e−νf
′
αy
α dyiα
2δα
=
1
−νf ′δ
e−νf
′
iδ − eνf
′
iδ
2
=
sinh(νf ′δ)
νf ′δ
.
Writing r = ℜ[νf ′δ], q = ℑ[νf ′δ] compute
sinh(νf ′δ) =
er(cos q + j sin q)− e−r(cos q − j sin q))
2
=
(er − e−r) cos q + j(er + e−r) sin q
2
= sinh r cos q + j cosh r sin q,
so that ∣∣∣∣sinh(νf ′δ)νf ′δ
∣∣∣∣
2
=
sinh2 r + sin2 q
r2 + q2
.
If we consider boxes of sides δ such that ℑ[νf ′δ] = kpi, with k = 1, 2, . . ., the term
sin2 q = 0. Then each of the factors in (11) is a complex number with magnitude
sinh r/
√
r2 + q2. Thus the expected value of the total weight of the measurements xA
in a small box such that ∇f is not close to zero is reduced by a factor (1+ q2/r2)nx/2.
It seems reasonable to choose the imaginary part of ν larger than its real part, though
not so large as to cause problems with noisy measurements. We summarize these
findings as follows.
Theorem 3. The expected contribution of measurements made outside of any
region where ∇f ≈ 0 is discounted by one factor, proportional to ∇f and to the ratio
between the complex magnitude of ν and its real part, for each dimension of the search
space.
This destructive interference, so to speak, between repeated measurements near
points which are not candidates for minimizers is the justification for employing com-
plex values of ν.
For the purpose of computing ηn, the sequential ordering of the points {x
A
i } and
{xBi } is immaterial. However if we were to compute xˆi at a certain instant i and
use its value to determine the choice of the subsequent oracle queries, along the lines
suggested in the recursive algorithm analyzed in Section 2, then property (10) would
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lose applicability, and the ordering of the query point xi would need to be taken
into consideration. With some poetic license, we might say that the information
responsible for the interference phenomenon, which largely cancels out the results of
unproductive tests, is contained in the phase of η, and would be lost in the moment
that the magnitude of η is computed. These considerations do not apply in the real
ν case, in which ηn and xˆn coincide (for positive values of xˆn).
5. Noisy measurements and non–smooth functions. Oftentimes each mea-
surement of the function f at point xi is corrupted by noise or experimental errors. In
this case we still would like to minimize f , but now using oracle answers f(xi)+wi. For
the purpose of analyzing the effect of noise on the results of the barycenter method,
we consider the sequence xi as given and wi as an ergodic random process. A more
elaborate analysis of the effect of noise on the sequence {xi} itself, which would de-
pend on the recursive search algorithm used to generate the oracle queries, will not
be attempted in this paper.
With xi deterministic and wi random, we wish to compute statistics of
(12) ηn =
∑n
i=1 xie
−ν(f(xi)+wi)∑n
i=1 e
−ν(f(xi)+wi)
.
If wi are independent, normal, zero–mean variables with standard deviation σ, then
E[e−νwi ] = eν
2σ2/2 := w¯ and Var[e−νwi ] = e2ν
2σ2 − eν
2σ2 = w¯4− w¯2. Define the nom-
inal or “noise–free” values m¯ =
∑n
i=1 e
−νf(xi) and η¯ =
∑n
i=1 xie
−νf(xi)/m¯, and also
the scalar quantity m¯ =
∑n
i=1 e
−2νf(xi), the vector quantity η¯ =
∑n
i=1 xie
−2νf(xi)/m¯,
and the matrix quantity η˘ =
∑n
i=1 xix
T
i e
−2νf(xi)/m¯.
Theorem 4. Assuming that σ is small, under the circumstances above the mean
and variance of η can be expressed approximately as follows:
E[η] ≈ η¯ +
m¯
m¯2
(η¯ − η¯)ν2σ2 and(13)
Var[η] ≈
m¯
m¯2
(η¯η¯T − η¯η¯ − η¯η¯ + η˘)ν2σ2.(14)
The proof is given in Appendix A. What we learn from somewhat involved formu-
las (13) and (14) is that noise or measurement errors generate a bias and a variance in
the barycenter, both proportional in 1st approximation to the variance of the noise.
These effects conspire to pull the barycenter away from the looked–after minimum of
the function. However one may derive a measure of comfort in that the unwelcome
errors tend to zero as the noise becomes smaller. Theorem 4 indicates that there is
little reason to fear that the method breaks down under moderate measurement or
computing errors.
The situation where the (unknown) function to be optimized is not smooth can
be studied as a particular case of the optimization of f(x) + w, where f(·) itself is
smooth, and w(x) is the difference between the function under consideration and its
smooth approximation, plus a noise or error parcel when applicable. In this case the
assumption that wi is uncorrelated with xi can be objected to. On the other hand
any function can be approximated with arbitrary precision by a smooth function. The
analysis presented is reasonable in the practical case when the approximation error is
overshadowed by measurement or numerical errors.
6. Paralipomena. Formula (1) is suitable for direct, or derivative–free, opti-
mization: it is applicable when no functional expression for f(·) is known, and the
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search for an optimizer makes use of a zero–order oracle [8] which, when queried,
supplies the value of the goal function at a given point, but not of its derivatives. In
practical applications the oracle query may take the form of an experiment or simu-
lation. To wrap up this paper we connect to various ideas in the literature: Laplace’s
method; asymmetry, which is a drawback of the method; forgetting factors; paral-
lelization; and partial evaluation of goal functions. Then we mention applications to
feedback control and dynamical system identification and offer some conclusions.
Laplace’s method for asymptotic analysis uses an integral equation that can be
seen as a limiting case of the barycenter method, in the limit when ν → ∞ and is
real. In contrast, we are strictly interested in computable algorithms, and ν takes
finite values; in fact we need to keep ν limited to stay clear of numerical troubles.
For the same reason we employ a sum of a finite number of test points, which can
be contrasted with Laplace’s integral formula, itself more similar to the expectations
appearing in the analyses in Section 3 and Section 4. Formula (1) is also related to the
expression for the LogSumExp (LSE) function which is used in machine learning, and
can perhaps be seen as a way of deploying the Boltzmann distributions of statistical
mechanics in an optimization procedure.
If the goal function is not symmetric around the extremum, the barycenter will
be pulled towards an average of the test points, which may not coincide with the ac-
tual extremum. It would be negligent not to mention this drawback of the barycenter
method. In a sufficiently small neighborhood of a twice continuously differentiable
function a quadratic approximation can be used, and the issue of asymmetry disap-
pears. Higher values of ν will also tend to make the resulting bias smaller.
A forgetting factor can be employed if convergence of the step size is not desired,
and more recent tests are to be given a bigger weight than older ones. Now in place
of formulas (2) and (3) write
(15) mn = λnmn−1 + e
−νnf(xn), xˆn =
1
mn
(
λnmn−1xˆn−1 + e
−νnf(xn)xn
)
.
The forgetting factor λn ≤ 1, whose dependence on n allows for the case when the
change happens in some instants but not all, helps the search focus closer and closer,
and also to filter out noise in accumulated past measurements. If λ is constant then
batch formula (1) needs to be replaced by
(16) xˆn =
∑n
i=1 xiλ
n−ie−νf(xi)∑n
i=1 λ
n−ie−νf(xi)
.
If in a certain application it becomes necessary to modify step size, then another
reasonable course of action is to increase ν at some, or all, instants n. Coherent with
this strategy would be to correct mn−1 by a factor e
(νn−νn−1)f(xˆn−1), to reflect the
sharper weighting on latter points. No recursive formula such as (15) can be used,
because the current barycenter with a given ν does not contain all the information
necessary to compute where the barycenter would have been if a different ν had been
employed.
The barycenter method is parallelizable in a natural way. As equation (10) and
its obvious extension
(17) η =
∑nℓ
ℓ=1m
AℓηAℓ∑nℓ
ℓ=1m
Aℓ
show, the search procedure may be run as a set of independent simultaneous searches.
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The processes responsible for computing the partial barycenters of the sets Aℓ
may be several instances of the same algorithm, for example the type of randomized
searches discussed in Section 3 with different initializations or with different statistics.
Such a heteroscedastic, multi–modal search can be used to probe distant corners of
the search space X , trying to avoid getting stuck at local minima.
While randomized local searches may be among the simplest to implement and an-
alyze, diverse search mechanisms with complementary desirable properties and draw-
backs can be incorporated and combined using (17). The barycenter method is not in
conflict with other algorithms previously described in the literature. Parallelization
is an effective way to take advantage of intrinsically parallel computer architectures,
because the various sequences need to be combined only at the end of the search pro-
cess, or perhaps at a limited number of intermediary steps. Parallelization is perhaps
a compelling argument for considering the complex version of the barycenter method.
Partial evaluation of the goal function is a situation that can arise if to each query
at xi the oracle returns a value fi(xi). This situation is of practical relevance if, for
example, the optimization goal can be expressed as
f(x) =
k∑
j=1
fk(x),
with k a large number (although typically k ≪ n, the total number of oracle queries
performed), which makes it impractical to evaluate the full f(x) at each step. In this
case our method is reminiscent of so–called stochastic gradient algorithms, although
without the need for computing derivatives. The complex version of the barycenter
method seems particularly appropriate under such circumstances. Because full infor-
mation about f(x) does not become available with each measurement, several oracle
queries at the same or nearby points may become necessary. In hose that happen in
regions of high gradient of f(·) are discounted as explained in Section 4.
Under partial evaluations an occasional measurement of a small value for the goal
function could mislead the search procedure. Although one should be careful not to
discount the challenge of adjusting the free parameters of the search procedure, the
barycenter method seems more easily applicable in such circumstances then other
derivative–free methods. It is not readily apparent how partial–gradient methods
might be used if only 0–order information on the goal function may be used.
The method developed might also be applied to situations where the goal function
is partially known and can be expressed as f(x, g(x)), with either f(·, ·) or g(·) of a
known form. Partial derivatives can be computed as allowed by functional knowledge,
and used to guide the choice of the sequence xi according to well–established opti-
mization methods. Those in turn can be combined with an exploration term using
the barycenter method.
Dynamical system identification and direct adaptive control are applications of
interest to the author where partial evaluation comes about. In system identification,
one wishes to minimize an error |θˆ − θ| using only available measurements |φ(t)(θˆ −
θ)|, with φ(t) a regressor that depends on the state of the dynamical system to be
modeled. Often φ(t) cannot be chosen directly and the system parameter estimate θˆ
has to be derived using whatever data becomes available through observation of the
process under consideration. For linear model fitting usually φ(t)(θˆ − θ) is known,
and gradient–type or least–squares algorithms are applicable; however there exist
problems of interest such as direct adaptive control where only the error’s magnitude
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|φ(t)(θˆ − θ)| is available for the purpose of tuning θˆ(t) [9]; see also [7].
When optimization is performed offline, the most important resource to conserve
are time–consuming oracle queries themselves. If however optimization is used to make
real–time decisions, such as those involved in the tuning of a feedback controller, then
the cost of all queries is not equal. The costly ones are those which result in high
values of the goal functions, and accordingly a more cautious type of search may be
preferable.
* * *
The goal of traditional model–based optimization is to obtain the most precise
results using the least amount of computational power. In direct optimization, the
most important resource, to be used sparingly, are queries that evaluate the cost to
be optimized. The barycenter method appears, from the analysis developed here, to
provide a useful compromise between these goals. The computational requirements are
relatively modest, as are the data requirements, and the algorithm is flexible enough
to incorporate improvements if more data is available, or if there exists previous
information concerning the structure of the function to be optimized.
If perhaps not completely obvious, the barycenter method has an a posteriori
inevitability. The complex version in particular seems to have useful and elegant
properties, which to the best of the author’s knowledge have not yet been explored.
Appendix A. Some technical proofs.
Proof of Theorem 2. We compute the variance of ∆xˆi
E[F 2zγzα]− E[Fzγ ]E[Fzα]
in the easier case where z¯ = 0. Employing the expression for the derivative of p as in
the computation of E[Fz]
E[F 2zγzα] =
∫
X
F 2zγzαp dz = −Σαβ
∫
F 2zγ
∂p
∂zβ
,
where the notation is lightened by leaving dependence on z, the region of integration,
and the integration form dz implicit whenever no ambiguity results. Using the same
integration by parts reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1,
−
∫
F 2zγ
∂p
∂zβ
=
∫
∂
∂zβ
(F 2zγ)p =
∫
F 2δγβp+
∫
2F
∂F
∂zβ
zγp,
where δγβ is the Kronecker delta. Using the expression for the derivative of p and the
integration by parts formula again, the 2nd term above in turn reads
−2Σγδ
∫
F
∂F
∂zβ
∂p
∂zδ
= 2Σγδ
∫ (
∂F
∂zδ
∂F
∂zβ
+ F
∂2F
∂zδ∂zβ
)
p.
Collecting the terms
E[F 2zγzα] = ΣαγE[F 2] + 2ΣαβΣγδE
[
∂F
∂zδ
∂F
∂zβ
+ F
∂2F
∂zδ∂zβ
]
.
We are considering the more interesting case when xˆ is near a critical value of
f(·), and ∂F/∂z is small. As
E[Fzγ ]E[Fzα] = ΣαβΣγδE
[
∂F
∂zδ
]
E
[
∂F
∂zβ
]
,
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we write, ignoring the terms in E[∂F/∂z],
(18) E[F 2zzT ]− E[Fz]E[FzT ] ≈ ΣE[F 2] + 2ΣTE
[
F
∂2F
∂zT∂z
]
Σ.
Differentiating the equation ∂F
∂zβ
= −νF¯ ∂f
∂zβ
gives
∂2F
∂zα∂zβ
= −νF¯
∂2f
∂zα∂zβ
− ν
∂F¯
∂zα
∂f
∂zβ
;
we can ignore the 2nd parcel which is small near a critical point, resulting in an
expression for the variance
Var(∆xˆ) ≈ ΣE[F 2]− 2νΣTE
[
FF¯∇2f
]
Σ
in terms of the Hessian ∇2f of f , which is valid approximately in a neighborhood of
a critical point where ∇f = 0.
A multivariable integration by parts formula used repeatedly in the analysis of
our algorithms is derived here for completeness.
Lemma 5. Let dx = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn be the standard n-dimensional volume form
in coordinates {x1, . . . xn} and let ∂/∂xi be a coordinate vector field. With u and v
functions defined on a manifold X ,∫
X
(
∂
∂xi
⌋du
)
vdx =
∫
∂X
uv
∂
∂xi
⌋dx−
∫
X
u
(
∂
∂xi
⌋dv
)
dx
Proof. As dx is an n-form and d(uv) is a 1-form,
0 =
∂
∂xi
⌋ (d(uv) ∧ dx) =
(
∂
∂xi
⌋d(uv)
)
∧ dx− d(uv) ∧
(
∂
∂xi
⌋dx
)
but
d
(
∂
∂xi
⌋ (uv dx)
)
= d
(
uv
∂
∂xi
⌋dx
)
= d(uv) ∧
(
∂
∂xi
⌋dx
)
+ uv d
(
∂
∂xi
⌋dx
)
The last n− 1-form is closed so(
∂
∂xi
⌋d(uv)
)
∧ dx = d
(
∂
∂xi
⌋ (uv dx)
)
Using Stokes’ theorem gives∫
X
(
∂
∂xi
⌋d(uv)
)
∧ dx =
∫
X
d
(
∂
∂xi
⌋ (uv dx)
)
=
∫
∂X
∂
∂xi
⌋ (uv dx)
and the lemma follows from d(uv) = du v + u dv.
Proof of Theorem 4. Setting ai = e
−νf(xi), bαi = x
α
i e
−νf(xi), vi = e−νwi , and
v¯i = w¯ (an n–vector all of whose elements are w¯), first gather some preliminary
calculations.
bTα v¯
aT v¯
=
∑n
i=1 x
α
i e
−νf(xi)w¯∑n
i=1 e
−νf(xi)w¯
= η¯α; aT v¯ = m¯w¯; Var[v] = (w¯4 − w¯2)I;
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We consider bα to be a column vector, write the α as a subscript for typographical
convenience, and fi for f(xi) to lighten notation.
aT (abTα − bαa
T )v¯ = aTabTα v¯ − a
T bαa
T v¯
=
n∑
i=1
e−2νfi
n∑
j=1
xαj e
−νfj w¯ −
n∑
i=1
xαi e
−2νfi
n∑
j=1
e−νfj w¯ = m¯m¯(η¯ − η¯)w¯;
v¯T (bαa
T − abTα)(ab
T
β − bβa
T )v¯ = v¯T (bαa
TabTβ − bαa
T bβa
T − abTαab
T
β + ab
T
αbβa
T )v¯
=
n∑
i=1
xαi e
−νfiw¯
n∑
j=1
e−2νfj
n∑
k=1
xβke
−νfkw¯ −
n∑
i=1
xαi e
−νfiw¯
n∑
j=1
xβj e
−2νfj w¯
n∑
k=1
e−νfk
−
n∑
i=1
e−νfi
n∑
j=1
xαj e
−2νfj w¯
n∑
k=1
xβke
−νfk w¯ +
n∑
i=1
e−νfi
n∑
j=1
xαj x
β
j e
−2νfj w¯
n∑
k=1
e−νfk
= m¯m¯2(η¯αη¯β − η¯αη¯β − η¯αη¯β + η˘αβ)w¯2.
Lemma 6 gives
E[ηα]− η¯α ≈
w¯4 − w¯2
(aT v¯)3
aT (abT − baT )v¯ = (η¯α − η¯α)
m¯
m¯2
(w¯2 − 1),
Var[η]αβ ≈
w¯4 − w¯2
(aT v¯)4
v¯T (bαa
T − abTα)I(ab
T
β − bβa
T )v¯.
The last expression equals (η¯αη¯β− η¯αη¯β− η¯αη¯β+ η˘αβ)(w¯2−1)m¯/m¯2, and the theorem
follows from the Taylor expansion w¯2 − 1 = eν
2σ2 − 1 ≈ ν2σ2 + ν4σ4/2 + . . .
Lemma 6. With v ∈ Rn a random positive variable such that E[v] = v¯ and
a, bα ∈ R
n determined, approximate values for the mean and covariance of the quo-
tients bTαv/a
T v using only the 1st and 2nd moments of v are
E
[
bTαv
aT v
]
≈
bTα v¯
aT v¯
+
1
(aT v¯)3
aT Var[v](abTα − bαa
T )v¯ and(19)
Var
[
bTαv
aT v
]
≈
1
(aT v¯)4
v¯T (bαa
T − abTα)Var[v](ab
T
β − bβa
T )v¯.(20)
Proof. To expand bT v/aTv = (aiv
i)−1(bjv
j) for any α compute
∂
∂vk
(aiv
i)−1(bjv
j) = −(aiv
i)−2ak(bjv
j) + (aiv
i)−1bk and
∂2
∂vℓvk
(aiv
i)−1(bjv
j) = 2(aiv
i)−3aℓak(bjv
j)− (aiv
i)−2akbℓ − (aiv
i)−2aℓbk,
so the first terms of the Taylor series around v¯ read
(21)
bTαv
aT v
≈
bTα v¯
aT v¯
+
v¯T
(aT v¯)2
(
bαa
T − abTα
)
(v − v¯)
+
1
(aT v¯)2
(v − v¯)T
(
bTα v¯
aT v¯
aaT −
1
2
(abTα + bαa
T )
)
(v − v¯) + . . .
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Taking expectation in (21)
E
[
bTαv
aT v
]
≈
bTα v¯
aT v¯
+
1
(aT v¯)2
Tr
(( bTα v¯
aT v¯
aaT −
1
2
(abTα + bαa
T )
)
E[(v − v¯)(v − v¯)T ]
)
which leads to (19). Using only the terms up to 1st order in (21) gives
E
[(
bTαv
aT v
− E
[
bTαv
aT v
])(
bTβ v
aT v
− E
[
bTβ v
aT v
])]
≈
Tr
(
(abTβ − bβa
T )v¯v¯T (bαa
T − abTα)E[(v − v¯)(v − v¯)
T ]
)
(aT v¯)4
,
from which (20) results.
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